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The challenge all marketers
face today is that of too
much content.

Debosmita Majumder
Head of Marketing | PUMA India
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What’s the most interesting thing you’ve done outside of work in
the last 12 months?
I took up running more seriously. Attempting a timed 6K run for
the first time, and then completing my 21K run within a few months
of that, was an exhilarating experience.
Name a brand marketing executive or corporate personality Indian or international - you admire. And tell us what about her/
him is admirable.
The brain behind the Amul hoarding idea. The fact that they have
been able to keep the Amul Girl relevant for the last 50 years is
incredible.
If your brand were an animal, what would it be - and why?
Well, it is one!
What was the biggest challenge you and your team faced in the
last 6-12 months - and what did you learn from it?
I think the challenge that all marketers face today is that of too
much content. Breaking through the clutter and reaching the right
target audience is important. For us, sustenance is key and through
that we have been able to drive far more impact for the brand across
channels.
Which outside forces or trends impact consumer behaviour in
your category most? Give an example.
The hype around sneaker drops has led to products like the PUMA
Thunder selling out in no time across the country. In addition to
this, growth of ‘athleisure’ as a category and awareness around it has
created a whole new fashion trend. An increased focus on health
and fitness, need for comfort and versatility, and casual office dress
codes are some of the key factors driving the ‘athleisure’ trend.
Also, digitisation and the evolution of social media has propelled
the adoption of global trends around innovative designs and latest products. As a result, consumers are styling with sportswear for
different occasions like travel, office, college, hangouts and evening
wear, more than ever.
Marketers across segments have fetishised the millennial. But
hand on heart, which demographic will drive growth for your
brand over the next 12 months?
Gen Y, with the highest disposable income, definitely contributes
most to business. But hand on heart, millennials continue to be the
critical consumer segment for us.
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Nowadays brands get trolled all too frequently on social media.
As a marketer, have your views on trolling changed in the last
couple of years?
Well, yes, trolling has become really nasty in the last couple of years
and personally, I am not a big fan of it. I feel opinion and wit can be
displayed with far more flair than trolling.
If you could advertise on only one medium for the next 6
months, what would that be - and why?
Instagram – that’s where our consumers are and it’s only growing.
What do agency partners grumble about most, today?
Deadlines! n

